


soccer 
versus  

tennis 



anatomy 
of a  

newspaper 



Toolkit: 
1. The NEWS story: 

- style & tone: short, sober, factual, 
neutral  

- length  
- voice (3rd person; 2nd person; 1st 

person) 
- attributing sources 
- widely applicable (press release; blog) 

2. The OP ED (‘opposite the editorial’) 



Why bother: 
1.Journalistic tools to distill your 

thoughts  
2.Re-assemble (face-to-face; 

workshop; ‘elevator pitch’; 60 
second radio interview)   



Planning your article 
1. Audience 
2. Medium (length: time & space) 
3. Language (tone, pace, jargon, detail) 
4. Toolkit 
5. Structure 
6. Over to you  
 
 



Case study: Cape Town water crisis    



CT water crisis 



 1. Audience 
Case study: 

1. Anyone and everyone? NO!  
2. Op ed for national newspaper 
3. Local government:  

* mayor’s office 
* utility managers 
* city communications team  



 2. Medium 
1. Verbal: face-to-face; workshop; 

tv/radio 
2. Press release or news story  
3. Resource pack (to help city to 

design public outreach messaging) 



 3. Language 
1. Keep it conversational  
2. Active vs passive voice 
3. Lose the jargon  
4. Lose the detail  
 



 3. Language 
Conversational: 



 3. Language 
Active vs Passive: 



 3. Language 
Jargon: 



 3. Language 
Detail: 



 4. Toolkit  
1. Angle/hook: what’s new, interesting?  
2. ‘So what?’ question  
3. Take home message (‘call to action’ ) 
4. Five Ws & the H  
 
 



 4. Toolkit  
Angle/hook: 

What’s new or interesting? 
- Rich people will voluntarily take on water-saving measures at 

home if they know they’re going to get praised publicly for their 
efforts  

- they don’t respond to threats of fines or price hikes because 
they don’t feel the financial pinch 



 4. Toolkit  
‘So what?’: 

Why does this issue matter to this audience? 
- SA + Cape Town = worst drought in over a century  
- have already tried price hikes and threats of fines (stick 

approach) 
- tested how ‘carrot’ approach will work to get voluntary 

behaviour change  



 4. Toolkit  
Take home message: 

City utility managers should: 
- tell the public that if their water usage drops, they will have their 

names published on a website  
- include positive messaging in monthly utility bills  
- combine this ‘carrot’ approach, with ‘stick’ approaches eg water 

price hikes and fines    



 4. Toolkit  
Five Ws & H: 

Who: depends! (no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’) 
- Water consumers in Cape Town (esp wealthier ones) 
- (City utility mangers) 



 4. Toolkit  
Five Ws & H: 

What: (Office staff - A)  
- Responded better if they know they’ll be praised publicly for 

their voluntary water wise behaviour 
- Don’t notice water price hikes because they’re wealthy 



 4. Toolkit  
Five Ws & H: 

When: when was the experiment run, or when should this be 
implemented? 
- experiment: run over six months over summer (2015/16) when 

city was implementing tighter water restrictions following two 
years of severe drought    



 4. Toolkit  
Five Ws & H: 

Where: 
- spacial: experiment was run across the municipality 
- demographic: targeted 400 000 households from various income 

brackets  



 4. Toolkit  
Five Ws & H: 

Why: (was the experiment run) 
- to test how responsive people are to ‘behavioural nudges’ 
- (explain what behavioural nudges are, with examples to illustrate 

the point)  



 4. Toolkit  
Five Ws & H: 

How: (was the experiment run) 
- nine differently framed messages  
- sent to 400 000 households (‘carrot’ and ‘stick’ framing) 
- in monthly utility bills  
- over six month period when water restrictions were intensifying  



 5. Structure 

Introduction: key message or hook in the top para 
 
  

The most important facts go in  
the top of the story… 

… the rest in 
descending order of 

importance.  

THE INVERTED PYRAMID 



Cape Town water crisis 

Applauding people publicly for their successful 
efforts to reduce water use at home may be an 
effective means of driving water-wise behaviour 
across a city. This kind of positive messaging by 
city utility managers can work alongside other 
methods that are traditionally used to drive demand-
side water conservation measures among 
households, such as water restrictions and tariff 
increases. 

This is what researchers from the University of Cape Town found after a six-month experiment using behavioural 
“nudges” amongst household water consumers in the city during the drought last summer. Behavioural nudging is 

              



 Over to you 
1. Audience 
2. Angle/hook = 2 sentence introduction  
3. ‘So what?’ 
4. Take home message (‘call to action’ ) 
5. Five Ws & the H  
6. Jargon  
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